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Banach space valued T-orthogonally scattered measures admitting a R-N 
derivative are characterized. One of the corollaries of this theorem improves a 
theorem of Masani on Hilbert space valued orthogonally scattered measures. 
Banach space valued measures admitting a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
with respect to a scalar measure is receiving considerable attention ever since 
Rieffel [S] considered this problem in significant depth. A special class of 
vector valued measures known as orthogonally scattered measures has been 
found to be of importance in probability theory and harmonic analysis 
(Masani [3], Sundaresan and Woyczynski [7] and references therein). 
T-orthogonally scattered measures is an example of an orthogonally scattered 
measure and is related to the concept of T-orthogonality (Sundaresan and 
Kapur [6]). In this paper a complete characterization of T-orthogonally 
scattered measures admitting a Radon-Nikodym derivative is provided. This 
result generalizes Theorem 4.4 in [3], providing a characterization of Hilbert 
space valued orthogonally scattered measures admitting a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative, and is an improvement of the same theorem. 
Before proceeding to the main result, relevant terminology and basic 
definitions are briefly recapitulated. Let E be a real or complex Banach space 
and E* be the conjugate space of E. Let T: E - E* be a continuous linear 
operator. I f  r, ~1 E E then x is said to be T-orthogonal to y  if (TX, y) = 0. 
For more information concerning this concept of orthogonality see [6]. Let 
(X, Z) be a measurable space, and 5: 2 - E be a countably additive measure. 
[ is said to he T-orthogonally scattered if A, B E Z, A n B = o then [(A) 
is T-orthogonal to t(B). Since T is continuous, the set function p on Z into 
complex field defined by p(A) = (T[(A), ((A)) is countably additive and 
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absolutely continuous with respect to 5, i.e. [(A) = 0 implies p(A) = 0. If  
YCX then Z,={AnY/AAZ}. 
Let (X, Z) be as in the preceding paragraph. Let v: Z-t E, t.~: 2-t C be 
two measures where C is the complex plane. Then v  is said to admit a R-N 
derivative with respect to p if there is an E-valued Z-measurable function f  
on X such that v  is the indefinite integral of f  with respect to p, and 
sx l/f(x)lj d,% < co. A Banach space E is said to have the R-N property if 
every E-valued measure v  of finite variation, defined on Z, admits a R-N 
derivative with respect to a positive real measure p on Z, whenever v  is 
absolutely continuous with respect to CL, i.e., p(A) = 0 implies v(A) = 0. It is 
known that among others reflexive Banach spaces have R-N property 
(Phillips [4]). The class of Banach spaces with R-N property is currently 
under investigation. For an account of vector valued measures see Dinculeanu 
[2] and Bichtler [I]. 
The theorem below provides a representation of T-orthogonally scattered 
E-valued measures 6 admitting a R-N derivative with respect to the associated 
scalar measure CL, defined by p(A) = (T[(A), ((A)), when E is a Banach 
space. From this, two corollaries are obtained, of which the first one is a 
generalization of the theorem in [3], referred to in the introductory paragraph. 
In parts of the proof of the theorem, one can appeal to the main theorem in 
[5], but this has not been done as the presentation is simpler if one argues 
directly. Further in what follows it is always assumed that T is a nontrivial 
operator, i.e., T is not identically 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a real Banach space, and T: E + E* be a continuous 
linear operator. Let t: Z-E ge a T-orthogonally scattered measure, and TV 
be the scalar measure defined on Z by the formula p(A) = (Tf(A), [(A)). Then 
5 admits a Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to TV if and only if there is a 
sequence {An}nZ1 C Z of pairwise disjoint p-atoms, a sequence of pairwise 
mutually T-orthogonal vectors {x,},s, in E, such that 
5(A) = 1 ~44 n 4 .G for all A E Z, 
and 
Proof. Let 5 admit a R-N derivative with respect to CL. Consider a Hahn 
decomposition of the signed measure. Let p = p+ - CL- and X+, X- be the 
locally Z-measurable sets supporting p+ and CL-, respectively. It is verified 
that [ 1 Zr+(f 1 Zx-) admits a R-N d erivative with respect to p+(p-). Thus 
without loss of generality one can assume that p is a nonnegative measure. 
Since [ admits a R-N derivative, [ <CL (5 Q y), and f  is finite. Since 
p < 5, p <f. Hence if FEZ, p(F) > 0 then f(F) > 0. Thus there is an 
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E > 0 and a 2’-measurable set Fl CF such that p ~ c$ is a positive measure 
on .ZF1 with (CL - ~5) (F1) > 0. If  p 1 2JF1 is nonatomic then there is a decreas- 
ing sequence {Fn},>l C 2YE such that 0 < p(F,) < (1 i2’“) p(F). Since 
p(F,) - 0, and 5 <P, Ii W’,)ll - 0. Hence 
However, by our choice of E and E, 11 [(F,)ll < <(E;J < (l/c) ,u(F,), contra- 
dicting (*). Hence p 1 2YF, is not nonatomic, i.e., there is a set G E ZFl which 
is a p-atom. Thus if p(F) > 0, there is a Z-measurable set G C F, which is a 
p-atom. Hence by Zorn’s lemma there is a maximal set r9!C Z, 02 consisting 
of pairwise disjoint atoms of p. Since TV is finite Card GZ < K, . Let 
a = 6%3,>1 and C = &>i A, . CE& and if BE,Z, BnC= %, then 
p(B) = 0, for if p(B) > 0, then from what has been proved earlier B contains 
a p-atom contradicting the maximality of 02. Thus if A E Z, 
Since E<p, [(B)=O, if BEZand AnB- O. Hence 
S(A) = 1 564 n 4. 
n>1 
Further since 6 and p are mutually absolutely continuous a set is a p-atom if 
and only if it is a &atom. Since p is purely atomic, [ is purely atomic and 
{A,},>1 are the atoms of 5. Let [(A,)/p(A,) = X, . Then {~~}+r is a sequence 
of pairwise mutually T-orthogonal vectors. Thus if A E Z, 
A n A,) X, . 
Using the fact that each A, is a CL- as well as a &atom. Further since 5 < co, 
and 
(2) 
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This completes the proof of the necessity of the conditions (I) and (2) in the 
theorem. 
Conversely suppose E and p satisfy conditions (1) and (2). From (2) it is at 
once verified that Cnbl xnxAR is Bochner-integrable with respect to EL, and 
from (1) for A EZI 
Thus 5 admits a R-N derivative, completing the proof of the sufficiency 
part of the theorem. 
Remark. The preceding theorem extends to the case when E is a complex 
Banach space. In this case if E admits a R-N derivative then E <vu. Thus 6, p 
are mutually absolutely continuous. Thus [ and ,Z are mutually absoIutely 
continuous. Thus as in the first part of the proof if p(F) > 0, F contains a 
p-atom. Since p < 00, p is supported by a sequence of atoms (A,Jn21 . Thus 
((A) = &i .$(A n A,), and the rest of the necessity part of the proof is 
the same as in the proof of the theorem. The proof of the sufficiency part 
may be taken verbatim as in the preceding proof. 
In the necessity part of the proof in the preceding theorem the only 
properties of [ and p that have been used are 5 <CL, and f  < co. Thus the 
full force of the existence of R-N derivative of 5 with respect to p has not 
been used. Hence the following theorem follows from the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a real or complex Banach space and T, 5, p be as in 
Theorem 1. Then the following three statements are equivalent: 
(a) 5 has a R-N derivative with respect to CL. 
(b) [<p,and[<a. 
(c) There is a sequence of pairwise disjoint p-atoms {A,),a1 C Z, and a 
sequence {X,),X of mutually T-orthogonal vectors in E such that 
t(A) = c 144 n 4 x,, for all A E .Z 
9Ql 
and 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a Banach space (real or complex), and T: E + E* 
be a continuous linear operator. Let 4: Z + E be a T-orthogonally scattered 
measure. Let T be positive deJnite on the range of 5, i.e., (T[(,4), [(A)) > 0 zf 
[(A) + 0. Then f  admits a R-N derivative with respect to the associated scalar 
measure defined by p(A) = (Tt(A), [(A)) ;f  and only if $ < co. 
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Proof. Since T is positive definite on the range of 5, [ <p < [. Thus if 
5 < co, from Theorem 2 it follows that [ admits a R-N derivative with 
respect to p. 
The converse follows at once from the definition of the R-N derivative, 
completing the proof of the corollary. 
In passing, it may be noted that the conclusions in Theorem 2 and the 
preceding corollary continue to hold if E is a complex Banach space and 
T: E-t E* instead of being linear is required to be semilinear, i.e., 
T(u) = GTx and T(x, + xJ = TX, + TX, . 
The necessary modifications are straightforward. 
The operator T defined in the next paragraph on a complex Hilbert space 
is an example of a semilinear operator. 
In case E is a Hilbert space, the usual orthogonality in E could be considered 
as a special case of T-orthogonality if T: E + E* is defined by 
(TTY) = (Y, 4. S ince this operator is positive definite, Corollary 1 applies 
in this situation, yielding the following result which subsumes the Theorem 
4.4 in [3]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let E be a Hilbert space and T be as in the preceding para- 
graph. If  [: Z-t E is a T-orthogonally (orthogonally) scattered measure, then .$ 
admits a R-N derivative with respect to the measure p de$ned by p(A) = 1~ E(A)\l”, 
for AEZifandonlyif< < co. 
In what follows the following notation is adopted. E is a fixed real Banach 
space and V(E) is the Banach space of E-valued measures of finite variation. 
If  T is a fixed continuous (nontrivial) linear operator on E---f E*, let V,(E) 
be the subset of V(E) consisting of T-orthogonally scattered measures. Since 
T is continuous it is at once verified that if (.&J,+r is a sequence in VT(E) such 
that [, + 5, for some 6 E V(E), then E E V,(E). Thus VT(E) is a complete 
(nonlinear) subspace of V(E). For l E VT(E) let u(E) be the measure on E 
defined by a([) (A) = (T[(A), ((A)). Let V,‘(E) be the subset of V=(E) 
consisting of measures E admitting a R-N derivative with respect to ~(5). In 
general V,‘(E) is not complete as a subspace of V,(E) 
THEOREM 3. V,‘(E) is a complete subspace of V(E) if and only if the operator 
T is positive (negative) de$nite. 
Proof. Let T be positive (or negative) definite. Then from Corollary 2, 
it follows that V=(E) = V=‘(E). Hence V,‘(E) is complete. Suppose T is not 
positive (or negative) definite. Then without loss of generality it might be 
assumed that there are X, y  E E, j] x ]j = (1 y  I/ = 1 such that 
0% 4 = 0 < KY, Y). 
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Let 
t = (lln)y ix 
n IlU/~)Y + x II 
if 
(TX, Y> + (TY, 4 >, 0, 
t, = -W)Y + x 
II -WY + XII if (TX> Y) + (Ty, 4 < 0. 
It is verified that (Tt, , tn) > 0, t, -+ x, and 11 t, /I == 1. Now let A E Z, and 
CZE-A. For n>l, let [n:Z+E be defined by f,(B)=t, if agB and 
tn(B) = 0, if a $ B. F rom Theorem 2 it follows that e, E V,‘(E). Further, 
from the definition of 6, it is verified that E, + 5 in V(E), where t(B) = x 
if a E B, and f(B) = 0 if a $ B. Since (TX, x) = 0, .$ is not absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to u(f). Thus 5 6 VT’(E). Hence V=‘(E) is not complete. 
In conclusion concrete examples of T-orthogonally scattered measures are 
constructed illustrating preceding theorems. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let f E E*, I/f I/ = 1. Let T: E+ E* be the operator 
T(x) =.f(x) f. Let 5: Z-+ E be a nontrivial measure with values in f-l(O). 
f  is T-orthogonally scattered. Since 5 is not absolutely continuous with respect 
to u(E), e does not admit a R-N derivative with respect to u(f). 
Further, since T is not positive (negative) definite, V,‘(E) is not complete. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let T: c0 + I1 be the operator defined by TX = Z(lj27 x, , 
if x = Cn>r x,e, where e, is the vector in c,, with 1 in the nth place, and 0 
otherwise. T is a continuous linear operator. Further, T is positive definite. 
Let .Z be the set of Bore1 sets in [0, 11, and 5: Z -+ c, be defined by 
5W = L~l.(link~ en . It is verified that E is T-orthogonally scattered, and 
f  -i 1. Further ~(5) (A) = L,l.(lln)EA (l/2”) (Ten , 4, f < 45). 6 admits 
a R-N derivative with respect to u(t). V,‘(t) is a complete subspace of V(E) 
since T is positive definite. 
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